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CHAPTER

In early March 2000, the NASDAQ composite index hit a record high of 5,049,
largely because of Internet�based companies. The hype leading up to that time
touted e�commerce as a vastly superior way to do business, a true leap forward, that
would challenge every rule and assumption of conventional business. A year later,
after NASDAQ lost 60% of its value, many of the firms that spearheaded the Internet
frenzy had folded. According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, total retail sales
in the United States in the 4th quarter of 2003 amounted to $918 billion, with
Internet sales comprising only $17 billion, or just under 2%.

As the Internet “bubble” burst, many “pure�play,” or Internet�only firms, fell by
the wayside. However, Internet strategies remain an important competitive strategy
consideration—especially in the retail sector. Although still small when compared to
the total economy, e�commerce retail sales1 increased almost 220% from 1999 to
2003, far outpacing the annual 4% growth of retail in general. It is nearly impossi�
ble to find a large U.S. firm without an Internet presence to at least provide informa�
tion. Further, the so�called “clicks�and�bricks” firms, or firms with a sales presence
both on the Web and as a physical store, are now commonplace.

Operationally, Internet�based businesses face different structures, opportunities,
and obstacles from those of traditional businesses. This chapter explores the inherently
different ways to manage these different types of firms. Specifically, the operational
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1. The definition of e�commerce sales is “sales of goods and services where an order is placed by the buyer or price and
terms of sale are negotiated over an Internet, extranet, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) network, electronic mail, or
other online system. Payment may or may not be made online.” (Source: http://www.commerce.gov.)



difficulties inherent in the now dominant mixed traditional and Internet format are
explained. The focus is on the B2C or business�to�consumer, retail context.

INTERNET MARKETING AND OPERATIONS ADVANTAGES
The strength of the Internet hype was based on several factors. Some basic expected
effects of the Internet were supposed to produce the following:

• Better products and services: Especially software and games which could be
interactive when on the Web. Maps that are not just references to streets, but
can be queried for useful information, like the closest gas station to your cur�
rent position.

• More intelligent products and services: A key example of building more intel�
ligent services is Amazon.com, which is able to link past purchase behavior
with current book publishing to automatically send e�mails to customers who
are likely to purchase a particular item.

A potential advantage that most directly concerns operations and is responsible
for much of the anticipated advantage of the Internet over traditional retail business,
however, is lower prices for standard products. For many reasons, discussed in the
next section, it is assumed that Internet�based firms can operate with a far lower cost
structure than traditional brick�and�mortar firms. Further, it is assumed that it is far
easier to comparison shop on the Internet. With physical stores, just comparing
prices can be costly in terms of time and effort. Driving to, parking at, and shopping
through a few retail stores may take all day, but comparing the book prices for the
same book at Amazon.com and BarnesandNoble.com takes only a few mouse clicks.

Because of this ease of comparison shopping on the Internet and the far better
prices that the format is supposed to deliver, it could be reasoned that key marketing
concepts such as store brand identity, loss leaders, store displays, and store
ambiance could become far less relevant, and low prices could become the key order
winner for consumers.

For example, a traditional marketing tactic is to advertise prices below cost on a
few items in a store—the loss leaders—to bring consumers into a store, hoping that
they will then buy several more profitable items while they are physically in the store,
because it is too inconvenient to comparison shop in many stores. However, a con�
sumer can easily pick only the sale items shopping over the Internet, because a com�
petitor is merely a click away.

In similar manner, the entire marketing thrust of a store might be rendered less
vital. Stores attempt to meet a target market through the products they display for
sale. Limited store space means only products that appeal to the main target market
make it to the shelf. Theoretically, retail space is unlimited on the Internet.
Consequently, an Internet presence can provide for an unbundling between image
and products carried. For example, Amazon.com could carry every book possible, not
just a certain subset.

Further, the ambiance of a store, composed of the store layout, juxtaposition of
displays, music, scent, and other items, can create a shopping experience (see Chap�
ter 6). When this experience is reduced to pixels on a 17�inch screen and sound from
two small speakers, the potential effect of such marketing is muted.

In summary, the presumed cost advantages of Internet�based over traditional busi�
nesses, combined with the presumed comparison shopping advantages of Internet�
based businesses, were supposed to overwhelm traditional, brick�and�mortar stores.
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DIFFERENTIAL COST DRIVERS OF
INTERNET AND TRADITIONAL FIRMS
These presumptions turned out to be incorrect on several fronts. The customer expe�
rience of a physical store is not just a comparison�shopping inconvenience, but a
value�added feature. A customer can experience goods and services with all their
senses—get the feel of fabric or the scent of a new perfume. This material, however,
is discussed in depth in Chapter 6. Consequently, this chapter will focus on the pre�
sumed cost differences between Internet and traditional firms.

The main cost differences between Internet�based and brick�and�mortar firms
include the following:

• Bricks: The cost of building and maintaining physical stores. As this is a more
obvious cost, it will not be discussed in detail.

• Taxes: Federal legislation allowed Internet sales an advantage over traditional
retail sales by exempting Internet sales from sales taxes. It is unlikely that this
will be a sustained advantage.

• Inventory and Personnel: When working appropriately, Internet firms enjoy a
large advantage over traditional firms in both the inventory and personnel
required to run the operations of the firm.

• Logistics: Generally, Internet firms have a significant disadvantage versus
traditional firms in logistics.

Inventory
The potential inventory savings in e�tailing is a prime example of the textbook
“square root law” of combining normal distribution variances taught in nearly every
statistics course. To review this statistical logic, consider N stores with independent
and identically distributed demand. That is, each of the N stores, on average, has
customers that buy the same amount, and their activity is not related to each other
(a busy day at one store does not mean either a busy or a slack day at another store).
Let us also assume that demand is normally distributed. The question is, how much
inventory should be at each store?

Given the preceding assumptions, the stocking level for any given store is
related to the service level the store wants to provide (a more detailed discussion
of this topic can be found in Chapter 13). If the store wishes to make sure that, say,
95% of the order cycles do not have a stockout, it should stock k = 1.645 standard
deviations of demand over the average demand, or kσ units of “safety stock,” or
stock that is not expected to sell, but is there just in case demand is heavy. Given
N such stores, a specified service level of k standard deviations is achieved by
stocking kσN units of safety stock.

However, a significant inventory advantage can be realized by replacing those N
store locations with one central location. The variance of demand of the one central
location is given by the formula:

σ2 (central location) = σ2(store 1) + σ2 (store 2) + σ2 (store 3) + . . . + σ2(store N)

or

σ2 (central location) = N σ2 (any one store)
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So, the standard deviation is,

σ(central location) = N0.5 σ(any one store)

If one could replace those N stores with a single warehouse linked to a Web site,
only kσ √N units of safety stock are necessary, rather than kσN, hence the name
square root law. To put some numbers to this general theory, consider replacing a
chain of 1,000 bookstores with a Web site. Given a 95% service level on the latest
Grisham novel that sells a mean of 15 books, standard deviation of 3, at each store
(distributed normally), would mean 15(1,000) = 15,000 books will be stocked to
meet mean demand, and 1.645 × 3(1,000) = 4,935 books will be stocked just for
safety stock in the retail chain, for a total of 19,935 books. Alternatively, 15,000
books will be stocked in addition to 1.645 × 3(31.6) = 156 books in safety stock, for
a total of 15,156 in the Internet business.

However, this basic formula does not capture the true magnitude of the inventory
benefits of an Internet�based facility. Retail demand for individual stock�keeping
items often is characterized by a small mean demand with high variance, and often
follows a different, more extreme, demand distribution than the normal distribution.2

For example, 56% of dry goods at grocery stores average selling fewer than one unit
per week (Kurt Salmon Associates, 1993), yet several units may be purchased in one
day. These distinctions magnify the benefits substantially. For example, consider a
book that sells an average of 0.5 per order cycle, with a variance of 6 in a 1,000�store
system, with an appropriate demand distribution. To achieve a 98% service level
(stockouts on 2% of order cycles), inventory of seven units should be stocked in each
store, or 7,000 units chainwide. If those stores are replaced by a centralized inven�
tory system, only 661 units are needed for a 98% service level.

Further, maintaining inventory record accuracy is a persistent problem for retail�
ers (Fisher et al., 2000). Retailers hold more inventory due to the uncertainty of the
actual inventory position. Record inaccuracy comes primarily from customer theft,
customer misfiling, and shipment miscounts. The problems can be extreme, with one
“very successful retailer . . . [who is] a leader in information systems” finding that
store inventory records are inaccurate on 71% of their products (Raman, 2000, p.
100). This inventory inaccuracy also leads to the problem of “phantom stockouts,” in
which goods may be in the store, but due primarily to customer reshelving, those
goods cannot be found. One bookstore chain found that 19% of their stockouts were
of this phantom type (Raman, 2000). Inventory accuracy is far less of an issue with
a single facility that does not need to accommodate customers.

Personnel
The personnel required to handle customers in physical stores versus a Web site also
favors an Internet business. The results are similar to the inventory situation: Fewer
personnel are needed in a centralized system, such as a Web site or a telephone
bank, than in de�centralized physical locations to provide the same level of service.
The specific mathematics of personnel requirements are different, and are covered in
the additional CD�ROM material to Chapter 14.

The basic reasoning why fewer personnel are necessary lies in the variability of
serving customers and the variability of how customers want service. On average, a
store may need five clerks, but on a busy day may need seven, so seven are hired.
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However, because only five are needed on average, employee utilization is 5/7 = 71%.
When all stores are combined into one Web site, the high demand times from one
area can correspond to the low demand times from another, so that for 1,000 stores
that need 5,000 employees on average, only 5,500 may be needed for a peak time,
or 91% utilization.

Logistics
A major cost advantage of the traditional system is in product distribution. The opera�
tional differences stem from the basic traditional versus Internet distribution strategies
shown in Figure 3.1. Traditional retailers often employ what is called an “arborescent”
distribution strategy with truckloads or train carloads proceeding from central ware�
houses to regional facilities, then regional facilities sending pallet loads to retail out�
lets. Conveniently, customers themselves provide the last link from the retail stores to
their homes. The term arborescent describes the tree�like shapes of the diagram. Its
flow always goes from fewer and larger facilities to more numerous and smaller facil�
ities, with facilities not normally sending product to another facility at the same level.

Within the prototypical Internet strategy, which is also the prototypical catalog
merchant strategy, central facilities send one�off products directly to customers. This
structure is subject to a severe disadvantage in distribution costs. The cost per unit
of product of shipping train car or full truckloads of goods to a few hundred different
retail store addresses is trivial compared to the cost of delivering individual units to
a few hundred million different customer addresses. Further, returned items—or
reverse logistics—are a far larger problem for an Internet provider than a traditional
retailer. Returned items at a traditional retailer are a small percentage of sales,
whereas return items from Internet merchants can approach 30%. At a traditional
store a purchaser is able to view and touch the actual item before purchase, whereas
in an Internet transaction, a 6�inch visual item display on a computer screen may not
accurately characterize the item. Also, many returned items stay in traditional stores
and go back on the retail shelf, but a wrong size or color for an Internet merchant
must be mailed back to the merchant and placed back in the right spot in a vast
warehouse.

This description, however, presents a best�case scenario of the typical Internet
warehouse. Consider, for example, that Amazon.com sells several different types of
items stored in different warehouses located in different parts of the country. The
interface over the computer appears seamless, but an individual order may need to
be combined from several different warehouses to the customer—and customers
typically don’t wish to pay multiple shipping charges.

STRATEGIES FOR MIXED TRADITIONAL
AND INTERNET RETAILERS
It would seem clear that a pure Internet merchant would choose the Internet system
in Figure 3.1 and a pure retailer would choose a traditional system. However, as
noted previously, the combined Internet/traditional retailer appears to be emerging
as the dominant business model. The inherent difficulty for the combined back office
is that these two systems cannot be integrated easily.

Distribution centers for traditional retailers require wide aisle widths, so forklifts
can easily pass, and the aisle heights reach as high as the forks on a forklift truck
will go. Because of these heights, the floors sometimes are laid with the aid of lasers
to eliminate small imbalances on the ground that can magnify into a dangerous
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imbalance when loading cargo that is 40 feet in the air. They move product by the
pallet load, where a forklift is most efficient. Packing materials tend to be “palletiz�
ers,” which rotate large pallets with multiple hundreds of pounds of goods to wrap
them in plastic wrap, which is then treated to tighten it. Forklifts then load the
wrapped pallets on to trucks for delivery to a few stores.

An Internet�based business, however, usually runs a pick�and�pack operation,
where aisles are narrow—only wide enough to accommodate a person—and short in
height since humans have to reach for items. Items are stored on shelves in open
boxes, because one item at a time will be taken, rather than a pallet load. Packing is
for individual items, usually for pickup by a firm such as UPS. These items, and a
host of others, preclude directly combining pick�and�pack operations with those that
focus on delivering pallet�loads of goods.

A general way to think about the operational choices involved is captured with
the inventory and shipping options on Figure 3.2. For inventories, firms can make a
strategic decision to share inventory between their Web and traditional retail busi�
ness (Integrated) or keep inventories segregated. In terms of shipping to customers,
a general choice must also be made between shipping in bulk or shipping single
items as they are ordered. Those not familiar with bulk shipping of Internet�ordered
consumer items may be unaware of this option, but it is used by several firms.
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Firms apply several different strategies with no single strategy emerging as dom�
inant. Some firms, such as JCPenney, fall in the Dedicated Systems category; corpo�
rate divisions are entirely separate, with separate warehouse systems for the retail
side and the catalog/Internet side. The drawbacks of this solution include the excess
inventories related to operating segregated systems and excess distribution costs.
Approximately 60% of JCPenney’s Internet customers pick up goods ordered online
at a JCPenney�owned store rather than have them delivered to their home. Yet, those
goods are still shipped from the Internet division warehouse rather than being pulled
from the shelves of the store that hands over the product. Many other firms, such as
Wal�Mart, Macy’s, and Bloomingdale’s, take this segregation strategy a step further
by outsourcing all their Internet orders to third�party firms.

Another strategy that attempts to integrate back�office systems could be called
the Professional Shopper strategy. According to Andersen Consulting, six retailers
adopted this strategy (Andersen Consulting, 2000). Here, when an Internet order is
placed, a store employee walks the aisles of a retail outlet and picks the order. The
downside of this strategy is both the cost and filling an order completely. Cost�
wise, Internet orders are doomed to be priced at retail plus shipping and handling.
It also deprives firms of the basic inventory and personnel benefits of the Internet
model already discussed. Further, due to the inventory accuracy problems dis�
cussed earlier, many orders may be incomplete. Even when the computer says two
are on the shelf, no product may actually be there for the customer. A professional
shopper cannot make the judgment for a customer as to whether that customer
would like a close substitute or would prefer to do without the item entirely. This
concern is real in some industries, such as the grocery industry, which averages
8%–10% stockouts. This strategy also limits the product breadth on the Internet to
the same as in the retail store, negating one of the basic promises of Internet�based
commerce.

Internet goods shipping can also take place in bulk. Although most Internet busi�
nesses package items one at a time and use a carrier such as UPS to deliver goods,
others take a different approach. In the United States, Grolier and Fingerhut pick
orders one at a time, but combine goods being sent to specific parts of the country
on their own trucks. This option is more cost effective, but it is also more time con�
suming for the customer. When other businesses, such as Wal�Mart and Macy’s,
outsource their Internet business to these firms, these goods shippers have the
opportunity to become Cost Minimizers.

Opportunities also exist for Transportation Sharing in firms such as JCPenney and
7�Eleven of Japan. Both firms serve as sites for customer pickup, so that individually
picked Internet�ordered goods could arrive in the same transportation system as tra�
ditional goods. With more than 8,000 stores throughout Japan, a 7�Eleven is nearly
always close by for picking up goods. Delivering goods to the so�called “last mile,”
or to the customer’s home, is expensive, so transportation sharing systems show
promise as a means to tackle this problem.

Both of the dimensions in Figure 3.2 are more complex than the figure can con�
vey. Rather than being two discrete choices, they represent a spectrum of strategic
choices as shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Internet and traditional systems can share
inventory at either the distribution center or retail store level; that is, the same distri�
bution center that performs order fulfillment for the retail network can perform order
fulfillment for Web orders. This level of integration gives the highest level of inven�
tory cost benefit, but warehouses are typically not configured to do both store deliv�
ery and individual item pick.
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One choice between a completely segregated distribution center system and the
integrated systems approach consists of contiguous Web and traditional retail ware�
houses. Inventory savings are realized through joint delivery of goods to the same
location and the ability to stock the Web warehouse with a forklift from the other side
of a wall, rather than with a truck from a supplier.

The choices for delivering Web�based orders can also be represented in a spec�
trum between bulk delivery and the last�mile delivery to customer homes. At one cost
extreme, if customers pick up orders at the same retail establishment that orders were
kitted from—a traditional call�in option used for years, and an option used by some
Internet grocers now—the inventory was essentially delivered in bulk from the distri�
bution center, and no additional delivery charge is needed.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND THE INTERNET
Not only are businesses adapting distribution and inventory strategies for the
Internet, but the rapid growth and development of e�commerce Web sites are signif�
icantly changing the face of customer service management. Today, companies that
wish to integrate an Internet presence must perform customer service functions
through multiple channels, including in�person, traditional mail, phone, Web sites,
live online chat, and e�mail. The cost advantages of Internet transactions over tradi�
tional media are impressive. (See Table 3.1.) Although businesses are able to reduce
their costs through self�service channels such as automated phone systems and their
Internet sites, customers do not necessarily respond positively to these changes.
Reports indicate that customer satisfaction with most services declined in the last five
years. Companies dropped the ball when it came to satisfaction as they applied tech�
nology to handle calls and other Internet transactions more cost�efficiently without
considering customer satisfaction issues in the process. Customers grow increasingly
frustrated with automated phone systems and look to Internet services to address
their pent�up demand for better customer service. But, much to their dismay, they
often face new challenges with Internet sites. Many find the sites difficult to navigate,
abandon their shopping carts before purchasing, have difficulty understanding new
service concepts such as auction sites, encounter long response times and misunder�
standings with e�mail queries, and attempt to solve problems with new e�businesses
that have inadequate service delivery systems.
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Additionally, many companies were caught completely unprepared for the tidal
wave of e�mails they received after posting an e�mail address on their ads or prod�
ucts, as illustrated in the case discussed in Service Operations Management
Practices: If You Build It, They Will Come. For most sectors, e�mail volume has grown
faster than the staff hired to deal with it. After adding Internet customer service, Cisco
found that the number of customer service transactions increased dramatically along
with the need for staff; Amazon.com logs 20,000 customer service problems each day
and uses real people to answer each individual e�mail.

Current measures of Internet customer service show dismal results. In terms of
e�mail responsiveness, even though 47% of all e�mail inquiries receive a response
within 24 hours, 37% never receive any response (Voss, 2000). The online shopping
experience encounters similar problems. Two�thirds of all online shoppers abandon
their shopping carts and the majority claim that the transaction was not completed
due to lack of information. Finally, 90% of online shoppers claim that they would
prefer some type of human contact (Durr, 2000). Currently only 1% of all e�retailers
offers some type of live support (phone or live interactive text chatting), but this fig�
ure could rapidly increase as Web sites worldwide potentially sacrifice $3.2 billion in
annual sales because they are not doing enough about customer support. Service
companies venturing onto the Internet need to start by asking themselves the follow�
ing questions about their Internet presence:

• Will customers buy anything or get all the information they need on the site?
• Will customers return?
• Will customers understand the business concept?
• Will the business be able to handle outbound and inbound (returns) volume? 
• Will customers prefer self�serve or some kind of human contact?
• Will the Internet customer service be in�house or provided through a third�

party vendor?
• What are the metrics and goals for customer service?

To address these questions, the next section covers the fundamentals of Internet
service design.
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TABLE 3.1 Cost of Service Transactions

Process Unit Cost % of Telephone Cost

Traditional Means
Letter $12.45 451%
Telephone 2.76 100
Web
Billing query—fully automated 

(occasional operator intervention) 0.27 10
Billing query through customer 

online account 0.14 5
Query that requires agent response 

back to customer 1.38 50
Operational update available through 

online access 0.14 5
Operational query that can have automated 

response (occasional operator intervention) 0.27 10
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Wasatch Brewery in Park City, Utah, introduced
an ad campaign for its beers tied into Utah’s
location for the 2002 Olympics. International
periodicals covered their controversial introduc�
tion of Polygamy Porter and campaign slogans
such as “when one is not enough.” The brew�
ery’s Web site posted an e�mail address
encouraging people interested in buying T�shirts

and other merchandise to contact them. Soon
after the press coverage, the business received
hundreds of e�mails every day requesting mer�
chandise. Unfortunately, the brewery never
anticipated this kind of demand and was
caught without a system in place to deal effec�
tively with this volume of Internet sales or 
e�mail response. 

If You Build It, They Will Come

SERVICE OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

INTERNET SERVICE DESIGN
Several key strategic design choices must be made when developing good customer
service on the Web. They include product characteristics (customization level, com�
plexity, customer knowledge, and capacity), process characteristics (technology and
task), and touch points (customer, employees, and system interaction). Each of these
decisions affects the final outcome measured by performance metrics (customer sat�
isfaction, loyalty, market, and economic indicators) as shown in Figure 3.5.

Product
The product itself sets precedence for what type of activity will happen on the Inter�
net site and the service design. First, the service provider must define the intent of
the site. For example, a cell phone company must provide sales and information or
troubleshooting services. A restaurant may use the Web as an information source (like
the Yellow Pages) by providing only the current menu, reviews, and directions. On the
other hand, the restaurant may want to extend interactive capabilities to build
relationships with its client base and offer capabilities for making reservations, voting

Product

Task

Customer

Performance

Employee

Technology

FIGURE 3.5 Service Design Model

Product Process Touch Point Outcome



on favorite menu items, or viewing streaming video of its sushi bar. Thus Internet ser�
vices can fall between pure e�service and e�commerce as shown in Figure 3.6.
depending on the product offering. The corresponding Internet service design
depends on the product’s customization level, complexity, customer knowledge, and
expected volume of interactions.

For certain services, it is important to convey a highly customized environment
for each customer, and the customer must interact with a real person to close a sale.
For example, Post Ranch Inn in Big Sur, California, uses its Web site to show pictures
of the property and provide basic information such as room rates and amenities.
Because of its highly unique lodging, however, customers must speak to an agent so
the agent can fit the customer needs to an appropriate room. Car sales sites use
phone agents to try to close deals and match clients to available models at dealer�
ships in their geographic area.

Businesses expecting high volumes of customer service inquiries look to the
Internet to alleviate some of the demand on phone and on�site transactions. Because
of the available technologies, many Internet services can provide mass customization
for this volume business. Businesses with sensitive material, such as financial serv�
ices and banking (Fidelity or Bank One), use personalized pages to create trust.
Those trying to create customer loyalty and increased sales with certain customer
groups (Dell, eBay, or Amazon.com) create customized environments to stimulate
impulse spending and suggest matching products using the customer’s previous pur�
chases or stated interests. In this case, the personalized pages provide only informa�
tion that the customer (or customer segment) needs to see.

Product complexity and customer’s product knowledge are both variables that
influence the amount of customer interaction and Internet service design. When cus�
tomers need to troubleshoot computers, software, or cell phones, the Internet site can
provide in�depth service manuals/help sites for this equipment. Generally experi�
enced users can decipher these manuals and self�serve, but the average layperson
requires additional interaction with a service representative. For high�volume serv�
ices, it is important to make the self�help as user�friendly as possible to capture the
widest range of customers with varying degrees of product knowledge.

Processes
From a service operations perspective, two key design elements must be considered
under processes: technology and task. Technology supports both front� and back�
office operations. Here, we will restrict our discussions of task to the customer service
support activities.
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Technology
The five basic process technology systems that any Internet service should consider
when dealing with the customer service side of the business are shown in Figure 3.7.
The back�office technologies cover all the supporting processes such as transaction,
distribution and fulfillment, information, and knowledge management systems. The
front office requires the interaction technologies that may overlap with the back�
office information systems.

In the previous section, we covered the distribution and fulfillment processes so
here we limit discussion to the remaining systems. When designing an Internet pres�
ence, the transaction system provides a key ingredient because this process covers the
money and product flows (billing, shipping, receiving, and returns). Once customers
pay for the goods or service, they want to receive their product. And, if the product
or service is unsatisfactory, they are equally interested in convenient return and pay�
ment credit. Billing security or the ability to have secure credit card transactions over
the Internet, accurate status on product availability and receiving, prompt shipment
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FIGURE 3.7 Internet Service Processes
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with tracking, and a convenient return and payment credit represent critical customer
concerns. Ideally, both the customer service representative and the customer
should be able to monitor the whole transaction cycle. A good example of this
process can be found on the Amazon.com site (Figure 3.8). Much to the dismay of
many e�commerce businesses, product returns are much larger than at their bricks�
and�mortar counterparts at 30% compared to 5%, respectively. Many e�services
subcontract the return cycle to third�party vendors to reduce reverse supply chain
costs and tracking. These vendors perform these functions for less cost due to trans�
portation and other overhead sharing, which creates economies of scope and scale.

The information system processes cover data management, the hardware and
software systems, and integration of all the other systems that support front� and
back�office operations. New customer service applications and hardware entering
the market influence the interaction processes. Although current Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) systems provide seamless integration of many of the other business
processes, these new applications can be challenging to integrate.

The knowledge system process involves the capture, organization, access, and
use of knowledge. The main focus of the knowledge system is customer relationship
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FIGURE 3.8: Amazon.com’s Internet Order Tracking
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management (CRM), but it can also be used for new product development, quality
monitoring, and improvement. Using the information gained through CRM, compa�
nies can choose how they interact with their customers. It allows them to build bet�
ter relationships with customers than previously possible in the offline world.
Amazon.com is the most visible Internet presence with its CRM program. Their sys�
tem determines customer preferences and segments and automatically sends promo�
tional e�mails and banners to the targeted customers about their interest areas.
Well�managed knowledge systems permit firms to choose to whom they wish to offer
specific services and at what quality level. As a selling tool, these systems encourage
repeat customers and higher revenues per transaction at low interaction costs.
Additionally, the knowledge management process monitors the customer interactions
via Internet, phone, e�mail, and other channels to identify quality problems, problem
resolution, sales strategies, and other patterns that could improve product and serv�
ice offerings.

On the front office side, the customer interaction process is supported by a num�
ber of technologies. These interaction systems have exploded over the last three
years with media for enhancing the customer experience. Simple phone interactions
with customer service agents evolved into multiple options and supporting technolo�
gies. Agent Supporting Technologies include enhanced scripting capabilities such as
Wizards, which create templates for customer interaction, and rapid search enhance�
ments for Keywords, FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions), and FUP (Frequently Used
Phrases). Additionally, Content & Quality Supporting Technologies provide agents with
programs that automatically check for spelling, grammar, correct company identifi�
cation, and “marketing image” language (for agents covering multiple vendor
groups), e�mail�intelligent systems that route and track inbound mail, and transla�
tion software to interact with different language customers. Customer Supporting
Technologies offer systems that help customers find information by themselves
through searching enhancements, status checking, monitored discussion forums, and
bulletin boards. The discussion forums and bulletin boards allow customers to
answer queries for each other, and these methods help create a loyal community.
Interaction Technologies cover all enhancements to real�time communication such as
interactive voice response (IVR) in which a caller interacts with integrated database
with digital or speech recognition; automated virtual representatives (vReps), com�
puter�generated images on the Web site that answer customer questions in real time
using natural language; voice over Internet phone (VOIP), the ability to communicate
verbally through computers instead of phone line; call�back buttons; and, real�time
chat, the ability to communicate in written text over an Internet site.

Task
When customers interact with an Internet service, their communication is generally
task�specific. The task could be a simple inquiry or information search, purchase
intent, problem solving, or complaint. Companies would like customers to perform
all these tasks online without human interaction because it costs a fraction of tra�
ditional overhead. But, it is important to recognize that certain tasks or certain cus�
tomer groups respond more favorably to real�time interactions. Most customers
require speed, accuracy, and relevant information for all tasks. As we mentioned
previously, 90% of all customers would prefer to interact with a human being. So
how should the service provider reconcile the trade�off between customer prefer�
ences and cost? A look at the task and technology options that best satisfy the cus�
tomer is the first step.
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For example, sales are generally enhanced by live interaction. The agent can
quickly focus on the customer needs and up�sell to more expensive products or addi�
tional services or accessories. Using live chat, an agent can actually communicate
with up to four customers simultaneously due to time lags in writing and viewing text
and Internet pages. Reviews of live chat show an increase in sales and customer sat�
isfaction with e�services. Comparing live chat to unassisted Internet sales, Camera
World realized 25% sales closure versus 3%, HomeTownStores.com experienced a
30% sales increase, and Consumer Financial Network’s customer satisfaction index
increased 5%. Similarly, simple inquiries can turn into sales opportunities more read�
ily with real�time interactions.

Another important task is dealing with complaints. Complaints tend to be per�
sonalized. Generally, the customer can choose to e�mail the company, call on the
phone, or use real�time Internet interaction. Without question, e�mail offers the least
effective vehicle for customer complaint resolution. Normally e�mail is fraught with
miscommunication and time lags. In addition, companies ignore nearly one�third of
all e�mails. Customer anger with the company can escalate quickly, and those cus�
tomers often tell every one of their friends and an Internet chat community about
their negative experience with the company. The best vehicle for complaint resolu�
tion is verbal real�time interaction with a skilled agent. Good customer service agents
listen to the tone of the client and can quickly deescalate anger and frustration. 

Finally, it is important to give customers options for contacting the company
instead of forcing them to self�serve. This way, they can choose the technology that
they feel best fits their task. Experienced users and self�servers can use all the
automated aspects of the Internet site, while the “high touch” users can interact
with a real person. 

CUSTOMER CONTACT CENTERS
Companies may address this new customer service demand via Web and call center
integration, places where the customer can access a real person via a variety of
means. These expanded call centers are known as customer contact centers (CCC).
The customer contact center usually offers 24/7 support for multiple touch points
with multimedia support. At a minimum, CCCs must now cover phone and e�mail
with more advanced centers supporting online chat, bulletin boards, chat rooms, I�
telephony, and other options. Similar to trends in call center management, the lead�
ing CCCs are outsourced or hosted by third�party vendors.

Traditional call centers employ a large number of agents to handle relatively few
accounts. Thus the management benefits from cost saving labor�scheduling models
that match labor supply to variable daily and weekly demand. These models assume
that all employees perform the same general task of answering different types of
phone calls with stochastic demand and service length and assume call center
employees focus on one customer at a time and that all customers are responded to
in real�time with minimal queue time.

The new multitouch point centers service a large number of accounts with a
small number of agents. Depending on the account needs, vendors offer a variety of
pricing and “pick and choose” service options.

OUTCOMES
We discussed the relationship between the various resources (employees, technolo�
gies, and processes) and the needs of the customer and clients. Ultimately, companies
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need to answer the following question: What are the issues that most affect both
delivery of superior customer service and the bottom line? Clearly most companies
want to maximize customer service, loyalty, and sales closure. Because Internet serv�
ices are relatively new, only informal rules of thumb guide operations strategies. For
example, “E�mails should be answered within 24 hours.” Other important measures
of performance include the following:

• Employee satisfaction 
• Customer satisfaction
• Response time between chat or e�mail
• Form (greeting, language, offering additional help, proper template use)
• Employee knowledge of topic during interaction 
• Customer regard
• Intention for repeat encounter

To ensure desirable outcomes, several important relationships must be consid�
ered. First, the outcomes should be measured. Every Internet service needs access to
metrics such as average e�mail response time and the time for problem resolution.
Second, it is important to match the employees to the task, support employees with
training and technologies to improve their efficiency and effectiveness, and allow
customers to choose low or high touch for their interaction with the company. Finally,
global quality measures such as repurchase intent and customer satisfaction with the
Internet presence should be constantly monitored for potential problems and contin�
uous improvement.

Summary

Internet service providers must consider back�room supply chain management as
well as front�room and Web site interaction with customers. In this chapter we cov�
ered emerging models for distribution and inventory in hybrid clicks�and�bricks ser�
vices organization as well as the operations management issues found in the front
room, the interaction with the site, and customer service support. Many Internet
services perish during their first few years primarily from lack of a holistic under�
standing of the entire operation. Too much emphasis on the Web site or portal with
too little emphasis on the supporting supply chain and customer service has caused
the demise of many initially popular companies.

Review Questions

1. What are the myths and realities about Internet marketing and operational
advantages?

2. How do the primary distribution systems and inventory costs differ between
“bricks” and “clicks” firms?

3. Describe the four different strategies for mixed and traditional retailers.
4. What are the differences between “bricks” and “clicks” warehouse design?
5. How do the process characteristics of technology and task interact to affect

customer service?
6. In what ways does a customer contact center differ from a traditional call�in

center?
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PeopleSupport.com
PeopleSupport.com provides multitouch�point customer support for companies with
an Internet presence (henceforth referred to as the “clients”). Using innovative chat
technology, PeopleSupport.com gives customers the option of contacting a service
representative directly via online chat, e�mail response, or traditional telephone sup�
port from their clients’ Web sites. With the interactive chat option, customers click a
“chat” button and are seamlessly connected via personal chat to an eRep (an online
representative) who has the ability to “push” Web content, optimizing the interac�
tive nature of the Internet. This live assistance function allows for crucial questions,
potential objections, and various concerns to be addressed in real�time. If customers
choose the e�mail option, PeopleSupport.com has the expertise to handle clients’
inbound e�mail management needs including intelligent e�mail routing, escalation
processes, and overflow or seasonal e�mail management programs. The e�mail
response function blends e�mail routing and auto�suggest functions (searches for
certain words in the customer email and provides suggested responses) with the
ability to provide a personal touch to each reply. Currently, the company’s business
is 60% e�mail, 30% chat, and 10% phone interactions. 

There are three ways that PeopleSupport.com generates revenue from clients.
First, clients can choose to pay per session. Any time there is some interaction
between the eRep and the customer, it is considered a session. Second, clients can
pay per minute (measured by the length of chat, e�mail, or voice). Finally, clients can
pay hourly for their own designated eReps. The dedicated model requires 12 to 16
employees per week to handle a 24/7 schedule. This method is usually appropriate
for high volume companies (toys at Christmas) or complex product or information
companies (cell phone troubleshooting).

PeopleSupport.com represents many different clients. A partial list of clients is
shown in Table 3.2. The typical client uses PeopleSupport.com to handle all their
Web�based customer service for e�mail and chat. The client and his or her
PeopleSupport.com sales representative develop training materials, frequently used
sentences, and other employee support materials. The average employee training
time can take from three days for simple sites and products to more than three weeks
for technically sophisticated products such as cell phone customer service. The com�
pany employs several hundred full�time�equivalent employees, approximately half of
whom are dedicated to a specific client. The remaining employees are members of
teams that represent between three and fifteen different clients at any given time.

Given this structure of multitask teams (an individual can do e�mail, phones, and
live chat simultaneously) and multiclient mix teams, the company is able to keep
level staffing patterns rather than the staggered shift schedules usually seen in call�
in centers. For example, Vendor M’s customers are predominately teenagers who use
the live chat from hours after school until midnight, while Vendor C’s customers call
for car part information from early morning through traditional business hours.

CASE STUDY
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Vendor E’s customers (cooking products) generally use both live chat and phone
support from 8 A.M. until 3 P.M. and then again during the after dinner hours.

Supporting technologies help those employees covering five to eight different
businesses simultaneously. These technologies include appropriate scripts, frequently
used sentences (FUSs), and frequently used paragraphs (FUPs) for a client’s Web site.
For example, the high�end Italian clothing client expects formal and respectful lan�
guage interactions while the teenage surfing product client expects informal “surf cul�
ture” language appropriate for that product category. According to one eRep:

“FUP/FUS works best because you portray how the company wants to be represented
rather than in your own words. This also eliminates typing out the same answer over
and over again. However, they don’t work with very specific answers and when you
don’t want to sound like you are a robot.”

This type of contact center with multiple customers and contact points has many
advantages over a traditional call�in center because of the ability to create a more
balanced employee schedule, offer more interesting and varied work to employees,
and offer clients revenue generating rather than cost producing activities. On the
other hand, the role of a contact center employee is much more complex than an in�
house, call�center employee, thus hiring activities; team design and support; and
employee scheduling, training, measuring, and monitoring are crucial to the client
and customer experience. Many employees prefer to use the live chat function rather
than the phone interaction as indicated by one employee:

CASE STUDY

TABLE 3.2: Vendor Types

Vendor Products/Services Touch Points
Vendor A Technical software products E-mail
Vendor B Cell phone E-mail & chat
Vendor C Car parts E-mail, chat, & phone
Vendor D Car sales E-mail, chat, & phone
Vendor E Cooking products E-mail, chat, & phone
Vendor F PeopleSupport.com demonstration E-mail, chat, phone, & Voice-IP
Vendor G Movie studio merchandise E-mail & chat
Vendor H Shopping network E-mail, chat, & phone
Vendor I Toys E-mail & chat
Vendor J High end clothing E-mail & chat
Vendor K Retail auction site E-mail & chat
Vendor L Beauty products E-mail & chat
Vendor M Teenage info & products E-mail & chat
Vendor N Audio books E-mail & chat
Vendor O Financial services E-mail & chat
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“Customer service over chat is easier than phone. When customers are irate, it’s easier
to let it roll off your back. If you don’t know the answer to a chat question, you can ask
someone next to you which is hard with phone calls. About 75% of our work relates to
complaints.”

But the conflicting nature of covering multiple vendors and tasks is pointed out
by another employee:

“If customers are looking for particular pants and they can’t find them, we’re supposed
to sell them another type. But, I often forget because we’re so used to dealing with com�
plaints that it’s hard to switch modes. The clothing and teenage products companies
could benefit from more selling, but these companies don’t give any incentives to the
eReps and we get limited feedback or no feedback on our job performance from the
clients. It seems like both companies aren’t really interested in selling the product, just
dealing with the complaints.”

Questions:

1. Given the mix of clients currently using PeopleSupport.com, what kinds of
employees (background and skill set) do you suggest that the contact center
hire and which clients and tasks should they “bundle together” versus using
a designated eRep?

2. What types of customer satisfaction measures should be monitored and
rewarded given that customers contact the center for problem resolution, Web
site help, or sales support? How could they actually measure these items?
Which contact technologies are best for each customer purpose?

3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of using scripting in customer
contact centers? How would you address these disadvantages?

CASE STUDY


